A MIXING CONDITION FOR EXTREME LEFT
INVARIANT MEANSO
BY

S. P. LLOYD

1. Introduction.
Let the discrete semigroup S be left amenable [1] and let
LM be the set of left invariant means for 2. We call a bounded function u on S
left almost convergent to value k when (u, X)= k holds for every A e LM. (Similar
generalizations of the almost convergence of G. G. Lorentz have been given by
Day [1] and Dye [2].) Let V(o), a e S, be an antirepresentation of S by nonnegative
operators on C(X), with X compact Hausdorff and V(a)\ = 1. The adjoints V*(o),
o e S, are a representation of £ by nonnegative operators of unit norm on the
space rca(X) of regular bounded signed Borel measures on X. Let LM(X) be the
set of probability measures in rca(X) which are fixed under each V*(o), a e S.
Then LM(X) is convex, weakly* compact, and nonempty, and we are concerned
with properties of the extreme points of LM(X). The following is one of our main
results. For each fige C(X) and each /x eLM(X) the function (/■ V(o)g, ¡j.),
a e E, is left almost convergent to a value depending on/ g, fi. For /x to be extreme
in LM(X) it is necessary and sufficient that for each fige C(X) the value be
if, /*)(£>h1)-This is a mixing condition which generalizes the result of Sucheston
[3] for the case 2 = additive positive integers. Our result is distinct from that of
Dye [2], who is concerned with representations of 2 by operators on Hubert
space.
The first part of the paper is expository. In §2 we describe results obtained by
the author concerning nonnegative projections of unit norm in C(X). In §3 we
compile results of Arens on extending the product in Banach algebras and modules.
Cases of particular interest are discussed in §§4 and 5. In §6 we obtain an algebraic
characterization of the extreme points of LM(X). In §7 various projections associated with left invariant means are investigated, and in §8 we discuss left almost
convergence. In §9 the right and two sided cases are reduced to the left case.
2. Nonnegative projections of unit norm in C(X). References for the present
section are [4, p. 490], [5]. Let A' be a compact Hausdorff space, let X be the
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(T-fieldof Borel subsets of X, and let C(X) be the continuous real functions on X.
We represent the Banach space conjugate of C(X) as the space rca(X) of regular
bounded signed Borel measures on X. By rca(X)\C(X) we will mean rca(X) in its
C(X) topology, and similarly for other linear spaces. We denote by rp(X) the set
of probability measures in rca(X). We denote by 8Xe rp(X) the unit point measure
at x£ X, i.e., evaluation at x. Sometimes we will deliberately confuse x and 8X,
choosing to regard X as a subset of rca(X)\C(X).
Let T: C(X) -> C(X) be a bounded linear operator on C(X), with adjoint
T*: rca(X) -> rca(X), and let /: X-* rca(X) be the function defined by tx = T*8„
x e X. Then / has the properties
/:!->

rca(X)\C(X)

is continuous,

imi= «up¡a,
X<=X

T ^ 0 iff tx ^ 0 for all xeX,
and T has the representation

Tf(x) = \f(x')tx(dx'),

xeXJe

C(X).

We will be concerned with nonnegative projections of unit norm in C(X). Let
Xa be the characteristic function of set A. Our first result is
Theorem 1. Let T be a bounded nonnegative projection in C(X) such that the
complementary projection 1 —T is also nonnegative. Then there exists an open closed

subset A of X such that Tf(x) = xA(x)f(x), xe X,fe C(X).
Proof. From

Tf(x) = jf(x')tx(dx'),
(l-T)f(x)

= jf(x')[8x(dx')-tx(dx')],

it is easy to see that if both T and 1 —T are to be nonnegative then for each xe X
the closed support of the nonnegative measure tx cannot extend beyond the
singleton set {x}. From T2 = T there follows [tx({x})]2 = tx({x}), and set A of the
theorem is ¿={x: i^({x})=l}. The continuity of (Tl)(x) = tx(X) = tx({x}), xe X,
insures that A is open closed.
More generally, suppose that T is a nonnegative projection of unit norm in
C(X). Let F denote the range of/ in rca(X)\C(X), and let Y0 be the set of nonzero
extreme points of the closed convex hull of F u {0} in rca(X)\C(X). Then Y0 is
a nonempty closed subset of F, and / has the further properties
(1) If tx = y £ F0 then tx is a probability
tained

in / ~xy (= {x: tx = y}).

measure with closed support con-
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(2) If x e X then tx is a nonnegative measure whose closed support is contained in t~xY0, and such that tx(X) ^ 1.
The set Y0 is the Choquet boundary [6] of range F; the existence of a projection
as above insures that it is closed. We call F(T) = t ~1Y0 the support of T; each
measure in range T* has closed support contained in F(T).
From the representation we obtain a weak averaging identity, as follows.
Theorem 2. Suppose T is a nonnegative projection of unit norm in C(X). Then

(3)

T(f Tg) = T(Tf Tg)

for allfi g e C(X).

Proof. When x e F(T) the measures tx are probabilities localized in equivalence
classes t ' yy, and since Tg is constant on equivalence classes the averaging identity

T(fTg) = TfTg holds on F(T). Applying Fand using (2), we obtain the theorem.
In the case that range Fis a subalgebra of C(X) there obtains T(TfTg) —Tf-Tg,
and (3) becomes the averaging identity. Even when range T is not a subalgebra of
C(X) we can introduce an algebraic structure into range T, as follows. For

f,ge C(X) let the product of Tf and Tg in range F be defined as T(Tf ■Tg), where
in the parentheses the C(X) (pointwise) product is intended. Use of (3) shows that
this is an associative operation, and with this product and supremum norm range
T becomes an algebra isometrically algebraically isomorphic to C( Y0). Suppose
A e rp(X) induces a homomorphism of range F onto the reals, that is,

(T(TfTg),X) = (TfX)(Tg,X)
for all fige C(X) and (Fl, A)= 1. Then the closed support of Amust be contained
in some equivalence class t-1y for some ye Y0, and F*A=.y is the element of
range F* inducing the same homomorphism. Using Theorem 2, we see that if
Ae range F* then for A e Y0 to hold it is necessary and sufficient that A# 0 and

(fTg, A)= (/ X)(g,X)for all/ g e C(X).
If feC(X),

Xerca(X),

then /A e rca(X) will denote the measure with Radon-

Nikodym derivative d(JX)jdX=/.
Theorem 3. Suppose Xerca(X) is in range T*, T*X= X. Then T*(fX) = (Tf)X

holdsfor allfe C(X).
Proof. For all g e C(X) we have

(g,T*(fX))= (Tg,fX)= (fiTg,X)
= (T(fiTg), A)= (T(TfTg), X)
= (T(Tfg), X)
= (Tfig, X)= (g, (Tf)X),
where at various places we have used (3), F*A = A, and the Radon-Nikodym
theorem.
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3. Arens products. References for the present section are [7], [8], [9]. Let F
be a Banach algebra with conjugate space F*, second conjugate space F**, and

let k:F^F**
be the natural embedding. Since kF is dense in SC**\3C*,the
algebraic product in F lifts in the obvious way to a product on the dense subset
kF of F**\F*. As it turns out, the product can be extended by continuity to all
off**, in at least two ways.
Suppose {xa} is a generalized Cauchy sequence in F\F* such that {/cxa} converges in F**\F* to u e F**, and let {*>>,,}
converge similarly to v e F**. Put
k<I> '= lim Aim K(xayß)\,
M<t>i>= lim /lim K(xaye)\.

Then each of <l>, <r> is an associative product in F** which makes it a Banach
algebra and which reduces to the given product on kF. (We remark that <I> is
the usual Arens product.)
We will not give the proof that this heuristic formulation makes sense. It would
require all the steps of the Arens construction, which we now reproduce. The
notational device is essentially that of Gulick [10]. For any Banach space F,
(z, Q will denote the value of { e F* at z e F. In each of the following, the lefthand side serves to define the operation introduced in the right-hand side:

(xy, f) = (x, y<t>0,
(4)

x e F, y e F, f £ F*,

(j<r>í, u) = (y, f<t>«),

yeF,

(f<r>H, v) = (i, H<r»,

{eF*,

{eF*,ue

F**,

ue F**, v e F**.

Similarly,
(xy, f) = (y, £<I>x),

(5)

x e F, y e F, ( e F*,

(f<I>x, v) = (x, v<ï>0,

x e F, $ e F*, v e F**,

(v<V>i,u) = (t h<1»,

i £ 3C*, u e F**, v e F**.

For each of the operations <I> there is weak* continuity in the left-hand factor
for fixed right-hand factor, as well as separate weak and joint norm continuity in
both factors. Each <r> is (separately) weakly* continuous in the right-hand factor. If
u,ve F** and either of m or y is an element of kF then u(V)v = w<r>u, and for this
we will use the notation uQv when useful.
The following generalization, also due to Arens, will be needed. Let ibea
Banach algebra, and let Banach space ^ be a Banach right module over F. That
is, for each y e <&,x e F a bilinear product yx e <&is defined with the property
(jx1)x2=j(x1x2), and |_yx|| ^ M\\y\\ ||x|| holds for some 0^ M <oo. Then yx= V(x)y
serves to define V(x) : <&-> <&as a norm continuous antirepresentation of F by
bounded linear operators on <W.That is, V(x) depends linearly on xeF,
and
V(Xx)V(x2)=V(x2Xx), || V(x)\\ ^ M\\x\\. Conversely, if such an antirepresentation is
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given then a right module structure is determined. In each of the following, the
left-hand side serves to define the operation introduced in the right-hand side :

(yx, r,) = (x, r,<X>y),

(6)

y e <Sf,x e X, r, e &*,

(,<t>* u) = (y, u<_iyv),

v e <&*,y e <&,u e SC**,

(u(V)t¡, v) = (v, D<t>M),

u e <T**, v e <&*, ve <2/**.

With <I> operations as in (5), we have the association rules

¥b(yx) = (v<ï>y)<i>x,
(u<ï>v)<i>y= <l>(r¡(Í}y),
Ui<ï>(u2<bv) = ("i<i>«2)<iH
(v<.ï}uxKï>u2 = Ki>("i<i>"2),
for x e SC, y e <&,-n e <&*,u, ux, u2 e SC**, v e <W**.
The adjoint V*(x) : <&*-*■c¡f* is a representation of SC, and V*(x)r¡ = Kx(í}r¡,
xeSC, -ne<Sf*, in terms of the Arens operations defined above. Let {xa} be a
generalized sequence in SCsuch that {kx„} converges in SC**\9C*toue SC**, so that
{Kxa<iyr¡}converges in ^*\<^ to «<i>j. If for u e SC** we define Q(u): <W*-*- <&*by
Q(u)r¡ = w<i>7),r] e<W*, then Q(u) = \im V*(xa) in the weak* operator topology. It
is easy to verify from (7) that Q(ux<S)u2)= Q(ux)Q(u2), ux, u2 eSC**, whence Q is

an extension of the representation V* of SCto the algebra (SC**,<I».
We mention in passing that the same right module admits Arens operations
<i> corresponding to (4), and that a Banach left module admits both <i> and <r>
operations, so that the operations (6) and association rules (7) constitute one set out
of four; (6)-(7) are the only ones we need.
4. The second conjugate of C(X). References for the present section are [7],
[11]. The two Arens products in C**(X) are commutative and equal, and C**(X)
is isometrically algebraically isomorphic to C(aX) for a certain compact Hausdorff
space aX. We drop the <!>-<t> notation. We represent C***(X) as the space rca(aX)
of regular Borel measures on aX. Let «: C(X) -> C(aX) and a: rca(X) —>rca(aX)
be the natural embeddings. The restriction of k* : rca(aX) —>rca(X) to the unit
point measures induces a continuous epimorphism v.aX^-X.
Under tt, aX
partitions into equivalence classes tt~1x, xe X, and kC(X) are the elements of
C(aX) constant on tt equivalence classes. If 8 e rca(aX) is a measure on aX then
k*6 is the measure on A^given by (k*6)(E) = 6(tt~1E), EeX. That is, one simply
restricts the domain of 0 to unions of tt equivalence classes.
The space aX is hyperstonian, and R rca(X) are the normal measures for aX.
That is, aX is extremally disconnected, the closed support of each /?A,A e rca(X),
is open (equivalently, RXvanishes on nowhere dense sets), and the union of such
supports is dense in aX. The open closed sets in aX correspond 1-1 to closed order
ideal subspaces of rca(X). Let M be such a subspace, that is, M is norm closed, and
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if À e M then ve M for all v e rca(X) such that —|A| ¿v^ \X\. Let M' be the lattice
complement of M. Then each A e rca(X) has a unique decomposition A= LA

+ (1 —L)A with TXeM,

(l-T)XeM',

and L, 1—L are complementary non-

negative projections in rca(X). Their adjoints are complementary nonnegative
projections in C(aX), and the open closed set in aX associated with the decomposition M © M' is the one given by Theorem 1. Conversely, if A is open closed
in aX then for A s rca(X) the parts of aX with support in A, A' are normal; it is
not hard to show that this induces a decomposition of rca(X) into complementary
closed order ideal subspaces.
Several types of decomposition are of interest. Let l(X) be the purely atomic
measures on X, that is, l(X) is the norm closed span of {S*: x £ X}. Denote
{R8X:x e X} by X. Each element of X is an open point of aX in rca(aX)\C(aX),
and the closure of X in aX is open in aX and is the Stone-Cech compactification
ßX of the discrete space X. The atomic measures l(X) embed under R as the atomic
measures with support in X; the atomless measures on X (if any) embed as normal
measures with support contained in the open closed set aX—ßX. The embedding
is easy to undo, since k*r = 1.
Let A e rca(X) be fixed. The A-continuous and the A-singular measures constitute
complementary closed order ideal subspaces of rca(X). Let FK be the open closed
support of aX. Then ¡x is A-continuous if F^F^,
while p. is A-singular if Fu and
FK are disjoint.
Let L £ X be fixed. The measures supported by (not necessarily closed) L are
{Xerca(X): |A|(L')=0}, and this is a closed order ideal subspace. The corresponding open closed set in aX will be denoted by L~. The correspondence
Ei-^E^
preserves finite set operations, and X(E) = (RX)(E^~) holds for all
Ae rca(X), EeX.
The norm closed linear subspace of C(aX) spanned by {xe~ '■E e X} is a subalgebra
isomorphic to the algebra B(X, X) of bounded Borel functions on X, pointwise
operations and supremum norm. If i : B(X, X) -> C(aX) is the embedding determined by <.xe= Xe"-, EeX, then t*: rca(aX)->ba(X,
X) sends measures on aX
into finitely additive set functions on X according to (i*6)(E) = 6(E~), EeX,
0 e rca(aX), and maps aX in rca(aX)\C(aX)
onto (Gelfand space of B(X, X))
= (Boolean space of X).
If feC(X),
Xerca(X), then the Arens product/A is the measure on X with
Radon-Nikodym derivative d(fX)jdX=f. (We have already used the notation in
§2.) If A e rca(X), F e C(aX), then the Arens product LA is a measure on X, but
the derivative situation is not quite so simple. First, R(FX) has derivative
dR(FX)jdRX
= F. Let L be fixed. Then for each Ae rca(X) there is a bounded Borel

function <f)K
on X such that d(FX)jdX= <j>K
a.e. [A], and «f>K=Fa.e. [RÁ].However,
no one function on X will represent L for all choices of A; B(X, X) is a proper
subalgebra of C(aX), in general. Specifically, when there are atomless measures
then the sets {E^—ßX: EeX} are not a base for the topology of aX—ßX. This
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is shown by the following result, which implies that FK for A atomless is never of

the form E~-ßX,EeX.
Theorem 4. Suppose Xerca(X) is atomless and EeX is such that |A|(F)^0.
Then there exist X-singular atomless probabilities p. e rp(X) such that i¿(E)= 1.

Proof. We may as well assume A e rp(X) and A(F) = 1. By a theorem of Liapounoff we can find disjoint closed subsets E0 and Ex of E such that A(F0)= X(EX)
= 1/3 [12]. Let 1£x be the set consisting of all ¡xerp(X) such that P,(E0)= P.(E1)
= 1/2. It is not hard to show that (€x is nonempty and compact in rca(X)\C(X).
Now choose disjoint closed sets F00, Eox <=E0 and E10, Exx <=Ex such that X(EU)= 1/9
each, and let 'ë'a consist of all tt e rp(X) such that n(Ei}) = 1/4 each. Again, <€2is nonempty and compact in rca(X)\C(X) ; moreover, ^2 <=<gx.Continuing the Cantor type
construction, we obtain a nest <€x=>^2 =>• • • of nonempty compact sets. It should be
clear that any element of nonempty f]x #„ is an atomless probability measure,
is A-singular, and has support in E.
A similar result holds for the universal completion of X. That is, for each
A e rca(X) let A\ be the completion of A'with respect to the outer measure induced
by (X, \X\), and define A"C
= QA A"A.To each Ee Xc there corresponds open closed
E~<=aX. Again, {E~ —ßX: EeXc) is not a base for aX—ßX. We make no further
use of Xc.
5. The conjugates of c0(S). Let S be a discrete space, and let c0(S) be the Banach
algebra of bounded real functions vanishing at infinity, with pointwise operations
and supremum norm. Some successive Banach space conjugates of c0(L) are

/(£),

m(S) or

C(J3S),

baÇZ) or

rca(ßL),

C(A) with A = <x(j3S),
rca(A).
Here, /(S) is the space of purely atomic measures on the field of all subsets of
Ü, «?(£) is the algebra of bounded functions on S, isomorphic to C(j8S) with ßZ,
the Stone-Cech compactification of S, ba(L) is the space of bounded finitely additive
set functions on subsets of 2, isomorphic to the regular Borel measures on ßH,
and A is the Arens space aX described in the preceding section with X=ß'Z.
Let us catalog the natural embeddings and their adjoints.
(i)
k0 : c0(L) -> C(j82). A function vanishing at infinity extends to 0 on
jSE-Z, so k0c0(Z) is an ideal.
(ii) kx : l(Z) -^ rca(ßX). The unit point measure 8a e l(Z) embeds as the unit
point measure at ct g EcßE; we denote kx8„ simply by 8a.
(iii) k2 : C(ßL) -^ C(A) as in §4.
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(iv) k3 : rca(ßli) -> rca(A) as in §4.
(v) k* : rca(ßL) -*• /(E) picks out the purely atomic part of the measure living
on E in /?E. /c*(j3E)is the one point compactification of E, with 0 as the point at

infinity.
(vi) k* : C(A) ->■C(/?E). The closure of /c3E in A is open in A and a copy of
j3E; k* is restriction of domain to (k3E)~.
(vii) k* : rca(A) -* rcalßL) as in §4.
(viii) k** : C(j3E)-> C(A) copies the given function on (k3E)~ and puts 0
elsewhere.
(ix) k** : rca(ßL) -*■rca(A) copies the given measure on (/c3E)' = K**(ßü).
(x) k*** : rca(A) -►razijSE) picks out the part of the measure living on (k3E) ~.
Suppose now that S is a semigroup. The unit point measures {8a: a e E} are a
basis for l(L), and the familiar convolution product in /(£) is determined by the
basis values 8,, * 8z= 8au a, t e2. This product has Arens extensions <I> and <r>
in rca(j8S). The restriction of these to the unit point measures makes /8£ a (nontopological) semigroup in two ways; x<I>>>is continuous in x while x<r>j is
continuous in y, x, y s ßZ.
We remark that <I> and <r> in rca(fiï>) each have two Arens extensions in rca(A),
so that there are four products of interest in rca(A). We will not need any of these

explicitly.
For each s e l(L) the left regular representation L(s) : /(£) -> /(£) is defined by
L(s)t = s * t, te l(Z). This is a nonnegative norm continuous representation of /(E) ;
that is, L(sx)L(s2)=L(sx * s2), L(s)^0 if î^O, \\L(s)\\Û \\s\\. The restriction L(8a),
o e S, to the unit point measures we denote by L(u), and have L(ct1)L(ct2)=L(oxcr2),
L(a)äO, ||L(a)|| = l.
The right regular antirepresentation
R(s) : /(E) -> /(E) is defined similarly by
R(s)t=t * s, / e/(E), and for the restriction to E we obtain an antirepresentation:
R(ax)R(a2)

= R(o2Ox), R(o) ^ 0, ||Ä(a)||

= 1.

The adjoints of these operations can be expressed in terms of the Arens extensions
of the convolution product in /(E). The following catalog will prove useful.
L(o)t = 8„*t

(rep.),

R(o)t = / * 8a

(antirep.),

/£/(E),
(L*(a)f)(x) = f(o 0 x) = (/0

S,)(x) (antirep.),

(R*(*)f)(x) = f(x Qa) = (8„ Qf)(x)
xe^SE,
L**(<t)^ = 8a Q ,x
R**(o)p. = fiQ 8a,

(rep.),

/eCíjSS),
(rep.),
p.e rcfl(j8E) (antirep.).
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6. Left invariant means. A fixed vector of a representation of E will be called
left invariant, a fixed vector of an antirepresentation being right invariant. The
particular representation L**(o) of §5 acts on rca(ßli), and the left invariant elements
of rp(ßl) are the left invariant means for E. We assume in all that follows that E
is left amenable, and we denote by LM the set of left invariant means. A left
invariant mean is a mean A e rp(ß1) such that 8a(l}X=L**(o)X = X, o el,; by weak*
continuity this is equivalent to /¿<I>A= A for all fi e rp(ßH).
Suppose V(o) : 'S/ -*■<Sfis a bounded antirepresentation of E by operators on a
Banach space <Sf.That is, V(ax)V(o2)= V(o2ox) and || V(o)\\ áM.tfí«^
¿A e /(E)
put V(s) = ^t„ s„V(o), making V(s), se 1(1), a norm continuous antirepresentation
of /(E). With the product y*s = '£asa V(o)y, 'Wbecomes a Banach right module over

/(E).
The association rules (7) show that <&*is a Banach left module over (rca(ßY), <I».
Let Q(y.), ¡j.e /ra(j8E), be the extension of V*(s), s e /(E), as in §3. Suppose A e LM
is a left invariant mean, and consider the operator Q(X): &* ->- <3f*.From

F*(<t)Ô(A)
= Q(8a)Q(X)= Q(8a(l}X)= Q(X),
ct eE, it follows that every vector Q(X)t)= A<i>ij in range Q(X) is left invariant for
the representation V*(o). On the other hand, suppose -ne <&* is left invariant.
Let {Aa}be a generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that {«-iAa}converges in
rca(ßl)\C(ßZ)
to XeLM. From F*(ct)1?= t? there follows V*(Xa)r¡=r¡ and hence
ß(A)rj = lim V*(Xa)r¡=r¡. Thus (2(A) is a projection onto the left invariant vectors
of the representation V*(o) on <Sf*.From || F*(ct)|| ^ M there follows || ß(A)|| ¿ M.

Since A2<I>A1
= A1 for A^ X2eLM, one has Q(X2)Q(XX)=Q(XX).(The above is
essentially the proof of Day [13] applied to the case at hand.)
From now on we will be entirely concerned with the case where & above is the
space C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. We assume that an antirepresentation V(o): C(X)^C(X)
is given with the properties F(ct)^0, F(ct)1 = 1,
whence ¡F(ct)|| = 1, a el.

abilities vw: X^-rp(X)

In other words, we have a family of transition

prob-

such that

( V(o)f)(x)= J f(x')v«Xdx'),
«4*°- ÍogftigW),

xeX,fe

C(X),

x e X, ct, t e E.

If feC(X),
p.erca(X),
then the extension to j8E of the element (V(o)fi ¿n),
ct e E, of «i(E) is /t<i>/, and if A e ¿>a(E) corresponds to Ae rca(ßl) then

j(V(o)f,^(do)

= (f,Kl>P).

It is easy to check that when XeLM then A<i>/t^0 if /t^O and (1, A<i>/x)
= (l, ¡x),
p. e rca(X); in particular, if /t e rp(X) is a mean then A<i>¿iis a mean. We denote
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V*(a) on rca(X).

Then for each XeLM we have LM(X)={X(V)p.: p.erp(X)}. That LM(X) is a
compact convex set in rca(X)\C(X) follows from the fact that each V*(a) is an
adjoint.
In all that follows it should be kept in mind that when X above is /?E and V(o)
is the antirepresentation L*(a), then LM(j8E) is just the set LM of left invariant
means for E.
We now obtain an algebraic characterization of the extreme points of LM(X).
As always, it is assumed that E is left amenable, so that LM(X) is a nonempty
compact convex set in rca(X)\C(X).
Theorem 5. For p. e LM(X) to be an extreme point ofLM(X)
sufficient that for some X eLM there obtains

(8)

A<i>(/,x)= (/ ii)it

it is necessary and

for allfe C(X),

equivalent to

(9)

A<i>(L» = Ox,L>

for all F e C(aX).

Moreover, when (8)-(9) hold for one Xe LM they hold for all Xe LM.
Proof. Recall that fp. or Lit in rca(X) is the measure on X with / or L as generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to it. We first show that (8) and (9)
are equivalent. Let {/„} be a generalized sequence in C(X) such that {*/,} converges
in C(aX)\rca(X) to Fe C(aX). For any G e C(aX) we have

(A<i>C/»,G) - (/«it, G<i>A)

- 0*.(*/«)(G<i>A))
->(it,L(G<i>A))
= (Fp.,G(V)X)

= (A<Í>(LW,
G).
It follows that (8) implies (9) ; the converse is vacuous.
Suppose it eLM(X) is not extreme, p*= \px + \p-2. with i^, it2 eLM(X), iti#it2.
Some version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative t/iti/t/it is a Borel function such
that 0 ^ dp-x/dp.^ 2. Thus there exists L £ C(aX) such that itx = Lit as an Arens
product. For any AeLM we have A<Í>(Lit)= A<Í>it1= it1#ii = (it, L)/x, whence (9)
fails for every Ae LM.
Conversely, suppose it e LM(X) is such that (8) fails for some A£ LM. Then
there exist XeLM,fe
C(X) such that A<i>(/ii)-(/it)/t/0.
Consider the signed
invariant measure v = A<i>(/ii), for which (1, v)=(f it). If there were a k such that
v = kp, then we would have (l,v) = k and hence A<i>(/ix)—(/ it)it = /Vit—kp. = 0,
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contradicting the choice of A and / Thus v is no multiple of it, zero included. Let
c>0 be chosen so that c||/| < 1. Then (1 ±c/)it are nonnegative measures, and

A<J>[(l+ç/>]
l±c(f,p)

r±o
1± c(f it)

are distinct members of LM(X). It then follows from

M

= l+c(f,e)
2

it + CT
l+c(/it)+

l-c(fip)
2

p-cv
l-c(/,it)

that it is not an extreme point of LM(X).
7. Some properties of the projections. The operator ß(A)/x = A<i>it, it e rca(X),
is a projection onto the left invariant vectors of the representation V*(o), a e E.
The adjoint Q*(X): C(aX) ->■C(aZ) can be expressed in terms of Arens operations
as ß*(A)L=L<I>A, Fe C(aX), and is a nonnegative projection of unit norm in
C(aX) such that ß*(A) 1 = 1. Let us apply to ß*(A) the results described in §2.
We put qt= Q**(X)8(, f s aX, and introduce the equivalence relation such that
q is constant on equivalence classes. Let F={(/{: i e aX} be the range of q, and let
F0<= F be the extreme points of the closed convex hull of F in rca(aX)\C(aX).

The support ^(ß*(A)) of g*(A) is F(Q*(X))=q-1Y0. If Çe F(Q*(X)) then
q(=ye Y0 is a probability measure with closed support contained in the equivalence class q'1y. Let a product be defined in range ß*(A) by

ß*(A)(ß*(A)L-ß*(A)G),
F, G e C(aX), making range ß*(A) an algebra isomorphic to C(Y0). Then
4>e rp(aX) induces a homomorphism of range ß*(A) onto the reals if and only if
<j>has closed support in some equivalence class (/_1y for some ye Ya; in this event
y— Q**(X)<I>
is the element of range ß**(A) inducing the same homomorphism.

Suppose peLM(X). Since *ß(A) = Q**(X)R,we have Q**(X)Rp.
= RQ(X)lx= RP.,
whence Rp.is in range ß**(A). The arguments of Theorem 3 show that

(ß(A)(Lit), G) = (ß*(A)(ß*(A)L- ß*(A)G), Rp.)
for all F, G e C(aX). Suppose it is an extreme point of LM(X). Condition (9) of
Theorem 5 gives

(ß*(A)(ß*(A)L- ß*(A)G), Kit) = (ß*(A)L, Rp-)(Q*(X)G,
Rp.) for all L, G ê C(aX),
which is to say, Rp.e range ß**(A) induces a homomorphism of range ß*(A). It
follows that Rp.s F0, and q$= Rp. holds on the equivalence class Í; eq~1Rp..
We obtain at once generalizations of some results well known in ergodic theory.
Theorem 6. If p-x and p2 are two distinct extreme points ofLM(X)
it2 are mutually singular.

then p-x and

Proof. If the equivalence classes q'1Rp.1 and q~1Rp.2 were the same then qt
= Rp.x=Rp.2 would force px=P-2- Thus q~1Rp.1 and q~1Rp.2 are disjoint, Rp-xand Rp.2
have disjoint closed supports, whence i^ and it2 are mutually singular.
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Theorem 7. If ¡ix is an extreme point ofLM(X) and if ' \i2 e rca(X) is absolutely
continuous with respect to ¡xx then ß(A)fi2 = (l, p-^^for every X eLM. In particular,

if p-2is also left invariant then /t2 = (l, p.2)p.x.
Proof. If ft2 is absolutely continuous with respect to p.x then the closed support
of K/t2 is contained in the closed support of Rp.x,a fortiori in the equivalence class
q~1RP,x. Thus on range ß*(A) we have (ß*(A)F, Rp.2)= (\, RP,2)(Q*(X)F,Rp.x),
Fe C(aX), whence ß(A)/t2 = (l, p.2)p.x,holding for any AeLM.
It is thus apparent that applying the embedding R to LM(X) gives some useful
information. Can one get back down ? If <f>
e rp(aX) then from

(V*(o)Q(X))**= V***(o)Q**(X)
it follows that Q**(X)<f>is a left invariant mean on aX for the representation
V***(o). From kV(o)= V**(o)k there follows V*(o)k* = k*V***(o) and hence

V*(o)k*Q**(X)= k*Q**(X), which is to say, k*Q**(X)<f>
e LM(X). If fieLM(X)
then K*Q**(X)Rfj,
= P,, and it follows that **ß**(A) induces a continuous mapping
of rp(aX) in rca(aX)\C(aX) onto LM(X) in rca(X)\C(X).
There are several interesting problems for which this setting may prove useful.
First, when is the set of extreme points of LM(X) a compact set in rca(X)\C(X)l
The elements of Y0are the extreme points of {Q**(X)4>:<f>
e rp(aX)}, and k* Y0is a
compact set in rca(X)\C(X) containing every extreme point of LM(X). The
conjecture that each K*y,y e Y0,is an extreme point of LM(X) is tempting. Second,
ergodic sets. The various extreme points p. of LM(X) Uve on disjoint open closed
sets Fß when embedded in aX. Is it possible to enclose the F\ in disjoint sets of
the form E~ for Eu e XI If so the Eu are disjoint Borel supports for the various
extreme p. e LM(X).
Some further properties of ß*(A) are of interest.

Theorem 8. The support F(Q*(X)) is independentofX eLM, for each f £ F(Q*(X))
the measure qs= ß**(A)S{ is independent of X eLM, and Y0= {qi: £ e <^(ß*(A))} is

independent ofXe LM.
Proof. If Xx, A2eLM then ß(A2)ß(A1)=ß(A1), whence ß*(A1)ß*(A2)=ß*(A1).
Let Y02)<=
range ß**(A2) be the homomorphisms of range ß*(A2), so that for each

yeY™ we have (F- ß*(A2)G, y) = (F, y)(G, y) for all F,GeC(aX).
Q**(^2)y=y we obtain
ß**(A1)j -

ß**(A1)(ß**(A2)J)

= (ß**(A1)ß**(A2))j

From

= Q**(X2)y = y,

whence y is in range ß**(Ai). For each y e Y(02)and all F, G e C(aX) we have

(F- ß*(Ax)G,y) = (F- Q*(XX)Q*(X2)G,
y)
= (ß*(Ai)F-ß*(A2)G,v)

= (F,y)(G,y),
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so that y e range Q**(Xx)induces a homomorphism of range Q*(Xx). It follows that
y e Y?\ whence q'i)=qi2)=y on (qa))~1y = (qm)~1y. This is to say, Y0is independ-

ent of Ae LAf, and q( = Q**(X)8(is independent of Ae LM for each
|E^(ß*(A))

= 9-1F0.

We will denote by F(Q*) this common support of each ß*(A).
Let JÍ denote the left invariant members of rca(X). Then Jt = range ß(A) for
each Ae LM, and J( is a Banach space. The Banach space conjugate F(* is
isometrically isomorphic to range g*(A), and hence to C( Y0). It follows that F0 is
hyperstonian, with the members of JÍ corresponding to the normal measures on
Y0. The isomorphism of C(Y0) to range ß*(A) is effected by the injection

<D(A):
C(Y0)-* C(*X) given by (<D(A)M)(f)=J
u(qi)q¿d?), £eaX,ue C(Y0). The
adjoint <D*(A)
: rca(aX) -> rca( Y0) has the form (<&*(X)6)(F)
= (Q**(X)6)(q-1F),
FeY0, 6 e rca(aX). When 6 has closed support in F(Q*) this is simply
(<&*(X)6)(F)= d(q-1F), FeY0; that is, one restricts the domain of 6 to unions of
equivalence classes q~1y. The isomorphism of range ß*(A) onto C(Y0) is induced

by ß':C(a*)->C(F0)

given by (Q'F)(y) = (Q*(X)F)($) for y=qteY0.

adjoint Q'*: rca(Y0)->rca(a.X)
is Q'*<t>=) y<i>(dy), <f>erca(Y0); this maps
normal measures on Y0 1-1 onto the normal measures in range ß**(A).

The
the

Let F0 be the closure of [J {Fß : it e LM(X)}. Then F0 is open in aX and a
subset of F(Q*), and F0 contains the closed support of each qt, | e aX. (To see
this, let lima Rp.a= 8( in rca(aX)\C(aX),

with p.a e rp(X),

so that lima ><Q(X)p.a=q(.

From (RQ(X)p.a)(F0)= 1 there follows q((F0) = l.) The author has not been able to
determine whether F0 = F(Q*), or even whether F0 is the interior of F(Q*). We
denote by q the restriction of q: aX-> Y to F0, so that q maps F0 onto Y„, and
q'1 sends subsets of F0 into subsets of F0. If it e LM(X) then <S>*(X)Rp,
is a normal
measure on Y0, with closed support F'„ which is open. Since /cit=ß'*<I>*(A)Kii
when p.eLM(X),
the closed support Fu of Rp. is contained in q'^Fu,
and
q~1Fu is the union of the equivalence classes intersecting Fu. Later on we shall
use the fact that Fu=q~1Fu.
The argument is as follows. From Rp.= ¡ q(Rp.(dÇ) it
follows that q((Fu)=l
for all £eFu,
and hence for all £eq~1Fli,
since q is
constant on equivalence classes. We thus have qt(q~1Fu —Fß) = 0 for all | e F0,
using the fact that q((q'1Fli) = 0 if ^ e F0—q-1Fu.
If the open closed set
q~1Fll —Fu in i^0 were nonempty, however, then it would assign positive measure
to Rv for some veLM(X),
and this would require qf(q~1Fu —Fu)>0 for some

£ e ¿V It follows that F^q-^F^.
When E is Abelian there is another projection on C(aX) of interest. Let {Aa}be
a generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that {*xK} converges in rca(j3E)\C(/SE)
to A eLM. Then V**(Xa) converges in the weak* operator topology to an operator
R(X). In terms of Arens operations that is Ä(A)L=L<r>A, FeC(aX),
and there
follows L(A1)L(A2)= L(A2<r>A1), A1(X2eLM. When E is Abelian we have
A2<ï>Ai= A1<I>A2,so that R(Xx)R(X2)= R(X2), Al5 X2eLM. It is easily verified that
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ß*(A1)F(A2)=ß*(A1), Xx,X2eLM, and Q*(X)k= R(X)k. We put r( = R*(X)8(,
£ 6 aX. In Theorems 9 and 14-15, following, the assumption that E is Abelian is
made only to insure that R(X) is idempotent.

Theorem 9. Let S be Abelian. For each Xe LM we have r(=qK for all f e F( Q*),

and F(Q*)^F(R(X)).

Proof. If Q**(X)4>
= <f>
then

R*(X)<j>
= R*(X)(Q**(X)<f,)
= (Ä*(A)ß**(A))^
= ß**(A)^= <f,,
so that </>
e range R*(X). Suppose ¡j.eLM(X).

From Theorem 3 we have

R*(X)(FRp,)= (R(X)F)Rp.

and hence k*R*(X)(FRíjí)
= (R(X)F)p.. From R(X)k=Q*(X)k there follows k*R*(X)
= K*ß**(A), and since
K*ß**(A)(F^)

= (ß*(A)F)/t,

we have (ß*(A)F)/t = (Ä(A)F)/t for all Fe C(aX), all /t eLAf(A'), whence
(ß*(A)F)*,t = (R(X)F)Rp,
if/t eLM(X). Let {«/t«} be a generalized sequence converging in rca(aX)\C(aX) to
8(, £eaX,
so that {ß**(A)K/ta} = {<cß(A)/vi converges in rca(aX)\C(aX)
to
ß**(A)S?=^. From the relation above we obtain (Q*(X)F)q( = (R(X)F)qi, | e aX,

and it is straightforward that Q*(X)(GR(X)F)=Q*(X)(GQ*(X)F)holds for all
F,Ge

C(aX). Let Y0 be the homomorphisms

of range ß*(A). It has been shown

that if y e Y0 then R*(X)y=y, and we have

(FR(X)G,y) = (Q*(X)(F-R(X)G),y)
= (Ö*(A)(F-ß*(A)G),y)
= (F,y)(G,y),
so that y is a homomorphism
qt = r(=y

of range i?(A). Thus for i e F(Q*)

we have

on g"ly = r"xy, and ^(ß*)c^(/?(A)).

8. Left almost convergence. As before, we assume that E is left amenable, and
we assume given an antirepresentation
V(o): C(X)^¡* C(X) such that V(o)^0,
F(ct)1 = 1. We say that fe C(X) is left almost convergent to value k provided
(/> H-)= k for every p. e LM(X). When Ar=/3E and V(o) = L*(o) we extend the notion
slightly; an element of w(E) is left almost convergent to k if its continuous extension to /SE is left almost convergent to k.
Theorem 10. For each p. e LM(X) and eachfi g e C(X) the element (/ V(o)g, p),
ctg£,

of «?(E) is left almost convergent

to value (g, (ß*(A)/c/)/t) = (/ (ß*(A)/cg)/t),

which value is independent of Xe LM. For p. e LM(X) to be an extreme point of
LM(X) it is necessary and sufficient that this value be (f, p)(g, p.)for allfi g e C(X).
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Proof. If Q**(X)4>
= <f>
then Q**(X)(F<j>)
= (Q*(X)F)<f>,
Fe C(aX), by Theorem3.
Now, such a <j>has closed support in F(Q*),

and if f e S^ß*) then

(ß*(A)F)(0
= JF(Í')q¿dÍ')
is independent of Ae LM, by Theorem 8. Thus Q**(X)(F<f>)
is independent of

XeLM when Q**(X)4>
= <p.Iff ge C(X) then

JV V(o)g,
p)X(do)
= (g, ß(A)(») = (Kg,Q**(X)(KfRp.))
= («g, (ß*(A)K/)^) = (g, (Q*(X)Kf)p.)
is independent of Ae LM, which is to say, (/• V(a)g, p), a e E, is left almost convergent to (g, (ß*(A)«/)/t), this value being independent of XeLM. Applying
condition (8) of Theorem 5, we see that for p. e LM(X) to be extreme it is necessary
and sufficient that this value be (/ p)(g, /t) for all fige C(X). This condition is
equivalent to (Q*(X)i<f)p.= (f, p,)p,, and is simply the assertion that ß*(A)/c/is the
constant (/ p.) on Fu.
Let us examine the notion of left almost convergence in more detail. If A e LM

is fixed then {X(V)p.:p. e rp(X)} is the whole of LM(X). Thus/e C(X) is left almost
convergent to value k provided (/ A<i>jtx)
= (/x<i>/, X)= k for all p.erp(X). Let
{Xa} be a generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that {KXXa}converges in

rca(ßl)\C(ßl)

to Ae LM. Then

(K'I>/ A)= lim
(KO/, *A)
a
(10)

= lim (Aa,,t<i>/)
a

= lim(/*
a

Aa, p),

where

fi*Xa= 2 WV(o)f
a

is the right module product in terms of which the Arens operations are defined.
One sees from (10) that {/* AJ is always a weak generalized Cauchy sequence, and
that for/to be left almost convergent to value k it is necessary and sufficient that
{/* Aa}converge in C(X)\rca(X) to the constant function k e C(X).
Fix A e LM and a generalized sequence {Aa}of means in /(E) such that {«A}
converges in rca(ßL)\C(ß1) to A. Let £^Abe the linear subspace of C(A') defined by
3>K= {feC(X):f*Xa
converges weakly to an element of C(X)}. If fe2x
let
S Je C(X) denote the weak limit of {/* Aa}.We see from (10) that if/e 3ix then
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(Sj;ii) = (/ß(A)it) = (ii, ß*(A)*/) for all p.erca(X),

whence Q*(X)Kf=KSJ.

Conversely, suppose fe C(X) is such that ß*(A)«/=/cg for some ge C(X). Then
for all it £ rca(X) we have

(g, ¿> = (p-, "g)

= 0*,Q*W«f)
= if, ß(%)
= lim (/ «iA/r»
a

= lim(f* Xa,p.),
a

whence/E 3>Kand g = SJ. Thus 3>x={fe C(X): Q*(X)KfekC(X)}. It follows that
3>Kis norm closed in C(X), and that £¿Kdoes not depend on the particular generalized sequence {Aa}used to approximate A. Thus/E C(X) is left almost convergent
to k if and only if for some A e LM there obtains fe 2¿¡xand SKf=k; in this event

fe3)K and S^f=k holds for every Ae LM.
The considerations above resemble those of the Eberlein-Day ergodic theorem
[1]; the elements of SA could be called left ergodic members of C(X) for A. Our
results cannot be obtained from the Eberlein-Day theorem, however, because we
have only one sided invariance. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain strong convergence to k if the generalized sequence {A„}is appropriately chosen. Fix A eLM,
and let {Xa}be a generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that lima «r1Aa= A in
raz(jSE)\C(j8E) and lima ||8„ * Aa-AJ =0 for each a eE. That is, {kxX^ converges
weakly* to A e LM and {Aa}converges in norm to left invariance. Proof that such
generalized sequences exist is given by Day [1].

Theorem 11. For fe C(X) to be left almost convergent to k it is necessary and
sufficient that lim„ ||/* A„.—Ar|J=0for each such generalized sequence {Xa}.

Proof. If {/* Aa} converges in norm to k then it converges weakly and the
previous considerations apply. For/£ C(X) define

p(f) = lim sup max (/* Xa)(x),
a

xeX

so that
—p(—f) = lim inf min(/*
a

XeX

Aa)(x).

Then p(f) ^ —p( —f), and clearly, for lima \\f * Xa—k \\= 0 to hold it is necessary and
sufficient that p(f)= —p(—f), the common value being k. Now, p(f) has the
properties p(f+g)Sp(f)+p(g)
and p(cß = cp(f) for c^O, / g e C(X). Moreover,

LCO^O if/^0, p(l)=l, and \p(f)\ < ¡fife

C(X), where p(f) is either p(f) or
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It follows that if p.e rca(X) is such that (/ p)úp(f), fe C(X) (Hahn-

Banach) then p. e rp(X). We have further, for all o e E,

P(V(o)f-f)

Ú lim sup ||/* 8a * Xa-f* Xa\\
a

è lima sup ll/ll A* Aa-Aj

= o,
and it follows easily that if (/ p.)Sp(f), fe C(X), then p. e LM(X). Suppose then
that ge C(X) is such that p(g) > —p(—g). Then there exist p.x,p,2erca(X)

such

that

(f,Pi)èp(f)

for all/e C(X),

(g, Pi) = P(g),

(f,P2)^p(f)
(~g,P2)

for all feC(X),

= p(-g)-

By what has been said above, p.x, p2eLM(X)
and (g, p.x)>(g, p2), so that g is
not left almost convergent.
Closely related to Theorem 11 is the following generalization of a result of
Jerison [14]. Again, {Aa}is any generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that
{«A} converges in /ra(j8E)\C(j9E) to XeLM and {Aa}converges in norm to left
invariance.
Theorem 12. If p. is any extreme point of LM(X) then there is a generalized
sequence of the form {«A/ivA,,}
converging in rca(X)\C(X) to p., where xyeX
and {Xay}is a generalized subsequence of{Xa}.

Proof. Put
Aa = {/c1Aa<i>o\c:.xeA'},

Ba = closure of IJ Ae in rca(X)\C(X),
ß>a

a

so that B is the topological limit superior [15] of the generalized sequence of sets
{Aa}. It is clear that the elements of B consist of all limits of convergent generalized
sequences of the form {i<xXay(iy8Xy}
in rca(X)\C(X), with {AaJ a generalized subsequence of {Aa}.From

A<rX*A<iAy)-(*Ay<iA,)ll
è A *K,-K,l ->0,
it follows that B^LM(X).

°ez,

Let cö B denote the closed convex hull of B in
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rca(X)\C(X). If we can show that cö B=LM(X) then the arguments of Krein and
Milman apply and the theorem is established. First, from (/ *c1Aa<t>it)= (/* Aa, it),
fe C(X), it e rca(X), it follows that for each fixed a the function K1Aa<i>/iis a
continuous function of it in rca(X)\C(X). Thus
cö Aa = KxXa(i) cö{8X: x e X}

= KxXa<l}{rp(X)}

=>LM(X),
whence cd Ba=>LM(X) for each a. It is a consequence of a theorem of Jerison
[15] that cö (~)a Ba = (~)a cö Ba, so we obtain cö B=>LM(X) as desired.
When E is the additive positive integers there is another result of Jerison that
can be strengthened and generalized. The familiar sequence {An}= {(8j + ■• ■+ Sn)/«}
in /(E) converges in norm to (left) invariance. Let A<=LM be the set of limit points
of {KlXn}in rca(ßz:)\C(ßZ).
Theorem
rca(X)\C(X)

13. For each X.e A, the closure of the set {A<i>8Ar:x e X}
contains every extreme point ofLM(X).

in

Proof. The proof follows exactly that of Theorem 3 of [14]; we omit the details.
Jerison deals with {A<i>8JC:
xe X, Xe A}, but it is not necessary that A vary.
Theorem 13 has an interesting corollary. Let {A„a}be a generalized subsequence
of the above sequence {An}such that {«lA,^} converges in rca(j8E)\C(j8E) to A e A.
Then for eachfe C(X) the generalized sequence {/* An> converges pointwise on
X. Suppose / is such that the limit function is the constant function k. Then / is
(left) almost convergent to k, and the sequence {/* AJ converges to k uniformly

on X. To see this, define

Px(f) = sup (f,K<ï>8x)
xex

= sup lim (/* XnJ(x),
XeX

a

fe C(X).

Clearly, for Px(f)= —Px(—f) to hold it is necessary and sufficient that {/* XnJ
converge pointwise to k=px(f). By Theorem 13, however,

Px(f) =

sup (/ p.),

so if Px(f)= —Px(—f) = k then /is left almost convergent to k. The arguments for
{/* An}involve
lim sup sup (/* An)(x),
n

xeX

and are similar to the usual ones for almost convergence on E.
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In the following, {Aa}is any generalized sequence of means in /(E) such that
{*A} converges in rca(ßl)\C(ßl)
to XeLM. It is not required that {Aa}converge
in norm to left invariance.
Theorem 14. Let E be Abelian. Then the following conditions on p.e rca(X) are
equivalent:

(11)

Um V*(Xa)p,= Q(X)p.weakly in rca(X),
a

(12)

R*(X)Rpe R rca(X), the value necessarily being RQ(X)p.

When these conditions hold then the set function

defined by lima (V*(Xa)p)(E),

EeX, is countably additive.
Proof. For all F e C(aX) we have

lim (F*(A>, F) = lim (p., V**(Xa)F)= i/t, R(X)F) = (F, R*(X)Rp.),
a

a

according to the definition of the projection R(X). When (11) holds the limit is also

(Q(X)p, F) = (F, RQ(X)p), whence R*(X)Rp= RQ(X)p. Conversely, suppose R*(X)Rp
= Rv for some v e rca(X). Then v must have the value

v = k*Rv = K*R*(X)Rp.= K*Q**(X)Rp = Q(X)p.

For each F e C(X) we have then

lim (F*(A>, F) = lim (p, V**(Xa)F)= (¿t, R(X)F) = (F, R*(X)Rpi)
a

a

= (F,RQ(X)p.)= (Q(X)p.,F),
so that (11) holds. Suppose that (11) holds. Then for each E e X we have

lim (V*(XM(E) = lim (V*(Xa)^,Xe~)= (Q(X)p,Xe~)= (ß(A)/t)(F),
a

a

and this is countably additive as a function of E e X.
For our final result we recall that F0 = [J {Fu : p. e LM(X)} is the closed support
of the measures in range ß**(A), and that q"1 sends subsets of Y0 into subsets of
Theorem 15. For p e rca(X) to be absolutely continuous with respect to a member
of LM(X) it is necessary and sufficient that Fu c Sf0. When F\ c F0 holds then
Q(X)p = v is independent of XeLM and p. is v-continuous. For p.erca(X)
to be
equivalent to a member ofLM(X) it is necessary and sufficient that Fu be a union
of equivalence classes q~xy. When E is Abelian and FU<^F0, then conditions (11)
and (12) of Theorem 15 are satisfied, and also
For each EeX the element (V*(a)p)(E), o eE, of
«j(E) is left almost convergent to value v(E).
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Proof. We may as well assume p. e rp(X). For p. to be absolutely continuous
with respect to a member of LM(X) it is necessary that F^ <=F0, clearly. Suppose
that F\ c F0 holds. Applying Theorem 8 to the representation

RQ(X)p.= jq(Rp.(dê),
we see that Q(X)p = v is independent of A e LM. From Q>*(X)Rp.
= <&*(X)Rv
it follows
that Fucq-1FV.
We showed previously that q~^F^ = Fv, so that FucF„
and

p. is v-continuous. For p. to be equivalent to v it is necessary and sufficient that
Fu=q~1Fv. Suppose FU<^F0 and E is Abelian. Applying Theorem 9 to

R*(X)Rp.= jr(Rp.(di),

Q**(X)Rp.= jq(Rp.(d£),
we obtain R*(X)Rp—RQ(X)p., so that conditions (11) and (12) are satisfied. Since
for each EeX we have lima (V*(Xa)p.)(E) = v(L) independent of A eLM, it must
be the case that (V*(a)p.)(E), a eE, is left almost convergent to value v(E).

9. Right and two sided invariance. When E is right amenable or (two sided)
amenable there are results corresponding in detail to those of §§6-8. The easiest
way to show this is to reduce the right and two sided cases to the left case.
Suppose E is right amenable. Let E' be the transposed semigroup of E, i.e.,
products are reversed, so that E' is left amenable [1]. Let U(o): C(X) -> C(X) be a
representation of E such that U(a)^0, U(o)l = l. Then U(o), cteE', is an antirepresentation of left amenable Ef, and §§6-8 apply. The left invariant means on
X for Ef are the right invariant means RM(X) for the antirepresentation
U*(a)
of £. We omit the list of theorems corresponding to Theorems 5-15.
Suppose E is amenable. Let 2,x be E augmented by an identity (if £ does not have
one), and let E2 be the product semigroup E2=£1xEf1. The amenability of E
implies amenability of E2 [1]; a fortiori, E2 is left amenable. Assume given a
representation U(a) : C(X) -> C(X) and also an antirepresentation

V(o):C(X)^C(X)
of E by transition

probabilities,

as before. It is required that these commute:

U(<j)V(t)= V(t)U(o), a, t eE. We require also that U(l)= V(l)= 1 for the identity
of Si. Then U(o)V(t), (t, a) e"L2, is an antirepresentation of left amenable E2 by
transition probabilities. If LM(X) are the left invariant means of the representation
V*(o) of E and RM(X) are the right invariant means of the antirepresentation
U*(a) of £, then it is easy to see that the two sided means M(X) =LM(X) n RM(X)
are the left invariant means for the representation U*(o)V*(t), (t, a) e£2, of left
amenable E2, and §§6-8 apply. In particular, when X is /JE, U(o) is L*(a), V(t) is
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L*(t), then all conditions are satisfied, and Af(j8E)is the set of two sided means for
E. We omit the list of theorems corresponding to Theorems 5-15.
Notes added in proof. I. A further reference for §2 is [16]. II. The arguments
in Theorems 8-9 are incomplete. In Theorems 8-9 and wherever they are used,

F(Q*(X)) should be replaced by F0. III. In Theorems 9 and 14-15, the condition
"E is Abelian" can be replaced by "E is amenable." IV. The work of L. Sucheston
was the inspiration for Theorem 15.
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